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TABLE 1. Fatty acid data as percent of total fatty
acids. Only fatty acids
with more than 12 carbons in the aliphatic end
of the molecule and
making tnorethan 0.5 percent of total peak area
are included. The ‘l’TEST
results are the probability that the mycorrhiza{
(M) and non-mycorrhizal
(NM) data come from populations with the same
mean according to a
Student’s tTest. Summed feature 7 contains
.18:lro7c, 18:ho9t. and/or
tS:1(ul2t. Summed feature 5 tlS:Oanteiso/lS:2w6
,9c). a
26 non
mycorrhual, and 24 mycorrbizal.

a
a

C
Ca

£0
0
CT’

12:0
13:Oanteiso
15:0
16:iiso
l6:he5c
16:0
16:020H
18:ltu9c
18:ko7c
18:0
19:Oiso
20:0
Summed feature 5
Summed feature 7
‘

NM

M

0.99
0.43
060
0.36
(1.04
25.19
1.03
6.83
0
4.04
0.32
4.29

0.64
027
053
015
1418
26.92
0.89
6.16
1.61
3.67
0.30
3.89

38.4

26.63

10.57

7.52

‘(TEST

£0
Ti)
N

a

0.00
0.00
007
0.00
0.00
0.30
0.02
9.48
0.00
043
0.55
0.12

0.00

‘CT
V
C
‘U
riD

2000

1000

Wavenumber
Fio..2.Mid’lnftared ..p:ua at free
lacy acids and oils.

0.00
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Mycorrhizal research could bene
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antimonide detector was used for the NIR.
technology because quick screening
of field samples t
Multivariate Analysis and Spectral Subtraction,
allow for frequent, detailed, and more
Princri
meaningful data frc
pal component analysis (PCA) of the MIR arid NIR
relatively large field experiments.
spectra, as
This would require mu
well as the correlation of spectra and constituents were
more manpower if the traditional root
carried
clearing, staining, a
out using GRAMS/Al Version 7.02 (Thermo Gala
visual scoring approach were used.
ctic, Salem.
The
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.
2
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results but
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Fatty Acid Analysis of Roots.
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shift, tilt. ansi curvati:tre due to sample heter
smaller amounts, in uninfected roots
ogeneity and
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rhizosphere m.icroor
‘
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anorns
Be ann rf h ‘1 to cali cc ns0p
s. The SNV
ca seo r
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the standard deviation of the spectrum.
roots. Root cultures have the advantag
6
’
5
e over environmental
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
to other rhizosphcre organisms or soil,
In this study. M carrot
roots had a significantly higher perc
Few studies on the spectroscopy 01 infec
entage of 16: lto5c and
ted plant tissues
18:1027c than NM roots (Table 1). The
have been canird out to date. However, infra
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different spectral features. The Phoma sp and Bipolaris
spectra have high ahsorbance towards wavenum
hers higher than 7000 cm’, possibly because of their darker
color (Fig. 5). However, the NIR spectra of the other fungal
material had features at 5790 cm 1, 5675 crn 5 170 crn,
4610 crn, 4330 cm’, 4260 cm’, and 4020 cm
, although
1
these peaks were not as pronounced as those shown in the MIR
(Fig. 4).
The MIR and NW spectra of chitin (Figs. 6 and 7) show
many similarities with those of the pure fungal cultures. This
suggests that chitin, besides being an important fungal ccli wall
component, contributes significantly to the absorbance in the
MW and NW of the fungal material. The chitin and the fungal
spectra share prominent peaks at 1085 cm, 1157 cm, 1666
cm, and the close peaks at 2928 cm and 2924 cm
1 in the
IVrlR, and at 4020 cm’ and close bands at 5170 cm and 5174
cm (Figs. 4 through 7).
Principal Component Analysis of the Root Mid-Infrared
Spectra. The PCA analysis of the MW shows that M roots
tend to have different MW spectral properties than NM roots,
although the difference was not clear cut (data not shown). The

torn)

Fm. 9. Component 3 loadings for the PCA of the raw
n1nietrared specr
the myeorrhizal and non’mycorrhizai axenie cuttures.
The spectral range
the highest loadings is shown.
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PCA can help concesurate the large amount of
informat
included in the spectra into a few underlying compo
nents. ‘1
scores indicate the location of the sample along
a componc
and samples with close scores tend to have similar
sped
properties. Mycorrhizal spectra tend to have low scores
sic
components 1 and 3 of the PCA compared to the NM
sped
The relationship between the sample scores and
the spect
data is determined by the factor loadings (Figs,
8 and 91’. ‘1
sample score distribution along the axes is positiv
ely related
wavelengths with high loadings and negatively
related
wavelengths with low loadings for the particular
axis. Fad
loadings for component 1 indicate that absorbances
at sevet
close peaks near 1690 cm’ are positively related
to t
presence of mycorrhizae, while absorbances at a
broad bai
around 3522 cm and peaks at 1734 cm, 1211
cm, at
987—920 cm are associated with non-mycorrhizal
roots (Fi
8). The loadings for component 3 of the PCA, which
accoun
for 12.4% of the variation in the spectral data, indicate
that I
samples are associated with wavenumbers between
1097 an
1165 cm’ (Fig. 9), The high scores along component
3, whet
the NM samples tend to be, are associated with
loading peal
at 1734 crn, 1489 cm’, and several peaks betwee
n 771 an
912 cm
1
As discussed above, the SNV and detrending pretlua
tmeni
anon red the resluti no of \J a ‘d NM ample
reason for the lack of clear seoaration wsth the raw
MIR spectr
is that some of the differences of importance betwee
n M ant
NM samples are in the area around 1100 crn, where
specula
retleclion distortions are purvalent in the MIR.
Diluting th
samples with KBR is known to reduce the specular
reflectios
imue.s but it adds significant labor to the
analysis. TOt
mathematical pretreatment, however, is instan.taneou
s ant
improves the resolution of the M and NM sample
s satisfac.
ton iv,
Principal Component Analysis of the Root
Near.
Infrared Spectra. The principal component analysis
of the
raw NW spectral data shows that the lvi roots
have distinctly
different NW spectra than the NM roots (data not
shown), and
no pretreatment was needed to achieve good
resolution
between NM and lvi roots in the NIR region.
Mvcorrhizal
roots have lower scores than NM roots for compo
nents 2 and 3.
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Fin. I th Factor 2 loadings for the PCA of the raw neavin
frstvd spectra of the
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ci
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ci
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which explain a small portion of the spectral varia
tion (L6
percent altogether). The loadings pattern for compone
nt 2 looks
similar to a raw root NIR spectrum, with the
smaller
wavelengths (near 4000 cm 1> explaining the score
patterns
of NM samples, as well as broad regions near 4740,
4389, arid
4290 cm” (Fig. 10), Loadings for component 3 indic
ate that
NM roots have high absorbance at wavenumbers abov
e 9100
cm and at 4730 cnf’, 4276 cm”'’, and 4000 cm”’
, while M
roots are associated with absorbance at 5032 cm””’
and broad
areas between 7100—7570 cm”'’ and 5300—5370 cm”'
’ (Fig. 11).
Average Spectra and Spectral Subtraction. The
subtrach
ed MIR spectrum of selected samples shows the
different
spectral properties of M and NM tissues (Fig.
12). The
subtracted spectra illustrate the difference in spectral
properties
between highly mycorrhizal roots and uninfected cont
rols. This
goes beyond the PCA approach, which shows the
differences
between the whole set of inoculated cultures and
controls,
regardless of the intensity of mycorrhizal infection.
The M
samples were selected to have high 16:] w5 perc
entage,
indicating high infection. The subtracted spectrum
shows the
003
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Fin, 12. (Top) Average midissfrared
root spectra of selected mycorrhizal
and
non’mycorthizal axenic samples, and
(bottom) the subtracted (non—mycor
rhizal
inycorrhizal) spectrum. n = 3.

—

different spectral properties of NI
and NM samples. The
selected mycorrhizal roots were most
different from NM roots
near 400 cm”, at 1626 cm”
, 2928 cm”t and a region between
1
1150—1180 cnr’ that peaked at 1166
cm”'. Nonmycorrhizai
roots were characterized by absorban
ce at a broad region
around 3670 crn, at 1732cm””, 1498
cm””, and 914cm””,
Note that hands near 1165 cm”'’, 1734
cur’, 912 t
cnf’ 1490
,
cm”' and 3600 cm”” were also impo
,
1
rtant in resolving M and
NM samples using the PCA analysis
(above).
The MW spectra are amenabte to inter
gretation because. they
have distinct peaks that can be attrib
uted to specific spectral
Ivu d
WI do the honnstrg si,,roundmg
the func’,enal
groups can cause shins on the spec
iflc bands, the PtA and
subtraction approaches can indicate
likely differences in
composition bet.ween M and NTM roots
, The. 1732 cm””’ band
has been attributed to &rO stretchingas
and suggests a higher
amount of esterifled carbohydrates in
the NM samples than it,
the infected roots. The NIvI roots are
also characterized by
absorhances near 1490 cm”’ and 914
cm””, possibly’ due to
tim stretching within aromatic hydr
ocarbons, and =CH or
rCH2 bending, respectively. The
PtA and the subtraction
approach show that the M samp
les are characterized by
absorhances at 1100—1170 cm”’
, which could be attributed to
1
—C—C—C or —0—C bond stretchin The
g,
ahsorhance at 292$
cnr shown by the subtraction approach
suggests increased
...“CF{, 2
—CH or tin
.
7 stretching in the M samples.
The band at
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CONCLUSION
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This study denionstristes the applicability
or alt
speciroscopic methods for the detection of
M fungi in
Ri T-DNA carrot roots colonized by G. inirara
,tices
distinct spectra relative to NM roots in the
NIR and
ranges. Replicate cultures of the mycon’hizal
and en
clustered separately in the PCA diagrams of
the raw
spectra and the pretreated MIff spectra,
indicaling
reproducibility of the spectroscopic technique,
No pretreat
was needed to achieve good resolution of the
PCA in the
while standard normal variate pretreatment
of the MIR
improved the separation of the M and NM sample
s. Our re
show that mycorthizal fungal components such
as lipids
chitin can partially explain the spectral differe
nces betwee
and NM roots, Future work should investigate
batch effects
culture conditions on the spectral properties
of M and
roots. Also, the spectral properties of other
crop—fungal spe
combinations in the laboratory and the field
need to
determined in order to establish whether there
are unive
spectral signatures for this important ‘oup of
organisms.
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